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“i am always doing things i can't do, that's how i get to do them.” —Pablo Picasso
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Depth and
Breadth

how a Secondary Field can
enhance your Phd
the Graduate School added two new
secondary fields to its roster of offerings
last year, bringing the total lineup to 17
(listed below). these secondary fields,
listed on transcripts when completed to
satisfaction, represent a chance for Phd
students to broaden their intellectual
and professional portfolios. they help to
demonstrate tangible achievement and to
suggest range as a scholar and teacher.
Among the newer secondary fields are
several with intriguing cross-disciplinary
appeal. computational Science and
engineering advances current interest
in analytical skill-building across a variety
of natural and social science fields. mind,
brain, and behavior offers both a general
track, for students from the humanities,
and a specialized track, which gives students whose home disciplines are in the
mbb fields a new line of research opportunity in a related field.
for program descriptions, visit www.
gsas.harvard.edu/programs_of_study/
secondary_fields_in_phd_studies.php.
Secondary Fields in PhD Studies:
n African and African American Studies
n celtic medieval languages and
literatures
n classics
n comparative literature
n computational Science and
engineering
n critical media Practice
n film and visual Studies
n German
n historical linguistics
n history of American civilization
n linguistic theory
n medieval Studies
n mind, brain, and behavior
n music
n romance languages and literatures
n Science, technology, and Society
n Studies of Women, Gender, and
Sexuality

A New Dean for the
Graduate School
lonGtime StAtiSticS chAir And GSAS Alum XiAo-li menG tAkeS the helm
xiao-li meng, phd ’90, the whipple v. n. jones
Professor of Statistics, is the new dean of Harvard’s
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, effective August 15,
2012. Widely known for his innovation in pedagogy and —
through the depth and breadth of his own research — for
helping to cement a newly central role for statistical analysis
across Harvard disciplines, Meng’s passion for graduate
education is irrepressible.
“Xiao-Li will be an exceptionally strong voice for the important mission of the Graduate School at Harvard and for our
truly global community of students, faculty, and alumni,” said
Administrative Dean Margot Gill. “His connections to the Graduate School run deep; he is our own PhD (1990, statistics), and he
has been a valued colleague for many years, working to advance
initiatives in pedagogy that have benefitted our graduate students
and the Harvard College students they teach.”
A native of Shanghai, China, Meng received a BS in mathematics (1982) and a diploma in graduate study of mathematical statistics (1986), both from Fudan University in Shanghai.
When he came to Harvard for his PhD, he lived on the third

floor of Child Hall, one of the GSAS residence halls. His
memories of those days, and of his graduate experience more
generally, remain vivid in his mind, and he calls upon them
frequently when counseling students, as he did to humorous
effect during his Orientation address to new GSAS students
on August 29.
After receiving his PhD, he became assistant, associate,
and then full professor in the Department of Statistics at the
University of Chicago. He returned to Harvard in 2001, but remains affiliated with Chicago as a faculty member of its Center
for Health Statistics. He is also an honorary professor of the
University of Hong Kong.
As chair of the Department of Statistics since July 2004,
Meng oversaw a period of dramatic expansion in the department, as the number of undergraduate concentrators has
grown from the single digits to more than 70 since 2005 and
the department’s core undergraduate courses have surged in
popularity. He has been a leader in encouraging connections
between disciplines at a time when the importance of statistical analysis has been broadly recognized, as breakthroughs in
continued on page 8
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dudleyfeSt And hoSt Student dinner: JonAthAn ruel (7); hGWiSe lunch And hilS GAlA: riSA k AWAi (2)

Welcome!

SnaPShotS From oPeninG eventS
caPture the Start oF a new year at GSaS

DudleyFest!
the weather made DudleyFest
2012 feel particularly welcoming.
From the top, Harvey the Dudley
lion set the stage for a grand
entrance; the Dudley Fellows welcomed all comers; and new GSAS
Dean Xiao-li meng mingled with
Administrative Dean margot Gill
and students.

HIlS Welcome Gala
First-year students mingled at the annual
opening gala of the Harvard Integrated life
Sciences program on September 4. From left,
Kamil Slowikowski, Stephanie Guerra,
and mitchell leibowitz.

Host Student
Dinner

HGWISe Welcome lunch
new first-year PhD students in organismic and
evolutionary biology Beka Buckman and Kira
t
treibergs.
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each year, GSAS welcomes international students by offering them the
chance to participate in the Host Student Program, where current GSAS
students serve as friendly guides
to the newcomers at the beginning
of the year. Above, scenes from the
program's highlight, a gala dinner for
hosts and new arrivals, held this year
on August 27.

riSA kAWAi

Boundless

aPPlied PhySicS Phd Student amanda PeterS randleS
helPS to ShowcaSe what “interdiSciPlinary”
meanS today By nIcHOlAS nARDInI

every scholar recognizes the
force of “interdisciplinarity” in today’s
academy and acknowledges the appeal of
new dialogues and collaborations between
disciplines long discrete. But for most,
interdisciplinarity is still a pursuit carried
out from the security of a fixed departmental perch and professional identity. And
yet a new type of scholar is emerging —
one whose work can be characterized less
by the disciplines linked than by the links
themselves. Amanda Peters Randles is
that kind of scholar.
In July, Peters Randles was one of 100
American graduate students selected to
attend the Lindau Nobel Laureate Meeting,
an annual conference in Germany that
brings aspiring researchers into close
contact with the world’s top scientists. A
PhD candidate in computational physics,
specializing in blood flow, she probably
could have been forgiven for tuning out
when one laureate, an astronomer, began
speaking about his work charting the
universe’s expansion. Instead, she began
taking frantic notes.
“A lot of the equations he was giving
were exactly what we’re using. I was like,
‘Oh, this is great!’”
A member of Efthimios Kaxiras's lab,
Peters Randles’s doctoral work involves
intricate cardiovascular modeling, so it’s
not too surprising that she works closely
with computer scientists and doctors
in the Boston area. But in her quest to
identify the specific regions of a patient’s
heart most vulnerable to failure, she’s also
enlisted the help of coders at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
support and visualization technicians
at the Argonne and Livermore national
laboratories, Lattice-Boltzmann fluid
dynamics specialists in Italy, and even an

engineer working with Pixar to improve
the bendable joints of action figures. “You
have a grid that defines the geometry of the
arteries, and that’s exactly what he’s doing
with a grid for defining the geography of
his fabricated characters,” she explained.
Cosmology, then, is only the latest in
a long series of disciplines Randles has
tapped in the course of her research. This
incredible range was recognized at Lindau
when Mars, Inc. chose her for a panel
it hosted on “Collaboration in Science,”
alongside Nobel laureate Dudley Herschbach, PhD ’58, an emeritus professor
of Harvard’s chemistry department, and
Christopher Nagel, founder of Continuum
Energy Technologies in Fall River, MA.
“There was some debate about choosing
me,” Peters Randles said. “They weren’t
sure if they wanted everyone from Boston.” The panel was moderated by Adam
Smith, editorial director of Nobel Media,
whom Peters Randles described as “the
second person who calls when you win the
Nobel Prize.”
Speaking in front of 150 other young
researchers, Peters Randles described the
privileged position occupied by graduate
students, still in the fluid phase of their
careers, in an academy being transformed
by increasing cross-disciplinary collaboration. She also discussed the challenges of
making a project attractive to potential collaborators, and of finding the right people
to work with.
Coordinating as much diverse expertise as she does, it is sometimes easy for
Peters Randles to forget what her own is.
“I’m trying to get my PhD in applied physics, but I keep getting sucked back in to
fix something that went wrong with, you
know, the computer science.” The problem
is compounded by the fact that Peters

SeAS PhD student
Amanda Peters Randles

Randles double-majored in physics and
computer science at Duke, and worked for
IBM before coming to Harvard. “So getting
back to focusing on physics, and trying to
get some physics publications — that side
has been difficult.” Which is where the
cosmology comes in: her lab is currently
at work on a paper that borrows equations
used to model the universe’s expansion to
describe forces generated by the changing
curvature of arteries.
The trickiest thing about the new class
of eclectic scholars represented by Peters
Randles may be figuring out their job
descriptions. What do you call a physicist
using advanced computer programs to
change cardiology? With footholds in so
many fields, one challenge Peters Randles
will have to face without collaboration
is how to define her own future as a
scientist. She plans to finish her PhD next
year, and describes her career prospects
as wide open. “Every other day I change
my mind,” she says. As she turns toward
the stars for clues to the mysteries of the
human heart, even “astrologer” seems an
appropriate title.

The trickiest thing
about the new
class of eclectic
scholars represented by Peters
Randles may be
figuring out their
job descriptions.
What do you call
a physicist using
advanced computer
programs to change
cardiology?

Day of the DeaD † Día De los Muertos!
November 2, 6-8:30 p.m.

Fiesta

The annual extravaganza of music and fun, co-sponsored by the
Consulate General of Mexico in Boston. An evening of music,
food, and fun. See our new altar, enjoy pan de muertos, and hear
the music of Mariachi Véritas de Harvard and Los Mezcales.

1

Tickets available online October 22 and in person
at the museum’s Front Desk.
Peabody museum of archaeology and ethnology
peobody.harvard.edu
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Top TFs
the 2012 winnerS oF the Bok award For excellence in Graduate Student teachinG

cosette creamer
Despite pursuing both a JD
and a PhD from
the Department
of Government,
Cosette Creamer
has found time to
excel as a teacher
in almost every
capacity available to a graduate student,
including the sophomore tutorial, lecture
courses, and seminars of her own design.
“A star in the classroom from her first
experience as a teaching fellow,” according
to a nomination letter from senior Government faculty, Creamer created and led the
interdisciplinary “Human Rights Scholars
Seminar,” which began as a not-for-credit
workshop but has since become a for-credit
seminar in the Department. Students consistently praise the course for its positive effects
on their writing and research skills, and it
has already launched successful senior theses in several departments. Another seminar
Creamer led last fall, “The Police State:
Power, Politics, and Authority,” featured
a series of organized simulations in which

now in
Residence

the GSAS resident
advisors kicked off the
new academic year with
a gathering called
“Getting Started.”
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Valeria espinosa
A PhD student
in the Statistics
Department,
Valeria Espinosa
consistently enlivens her teaching
with fun and innovative real-world
scenarios, helping
students to see why a given topic is important, and how they can use it. In her work
as a section leader in Stat 110, 140, and 240,
she goes far beyond the material covered
in lecture, probing the outer limits of the
subjects she covers.
Espinosa has implemented pedagogical innovations to make experimental
design — the subject of Stat 140 — lively
and relevant. In a field where real-life
examples are crucial to motivating students, she decided to conduct small-scale
experiments in class, devoting considerable energy to tailoring those experiments
to the specific interests of students from a
wide range of academic fields, and in many
cases working with the authors of original
studies to acquire unpublished data.
Espinosa’s work has had a profound effect on her students, both in the
classroom and in nontraditional settings,
through the Harvard Bridge Tutor Program. A true leader, she intuitively understands the diversity of needs that students
bring to any educational endeavor, and she
is committed to meeting those needs with a
remarkably positive attitude.

Joseph mcmullen
As a third-year
PhD student in
Celtic languages
and literatures,
Joseph McMullen
has proven himself to be a naturally gifted teacher
who works hard at
his craft and clearly loves his engagement
with students.
In Celtic 138, McMullen was an invaluable resource for students encountering
difficult texts, “steering them away from
blind alleys and offering additional information and readings,” says department
chair Catherine McKenna. For a demanding assignment in which students had to
research a character from a Welsh text not
on the syllabus, he helped them navigate
a 12th-century compendium of stories
and lore from the British Isles — and a
modern edition full of difficult abbreviations and obscure references (many in
Welsh). Thanks largely to Joey’s generosity
of time and expertise, the course ranks as
perhaps “the best undergraduate teaching
experiences I have had in seven years at
Harvard,” Professor McKenna says.
In evaluations, students note that McMullen is always responsive, and always
excited about the material in a way that
triggered their own excitement. “Joey was
one of the best section leaders I have ever
had,” one student wrote. Another student,
voicing a common sentiment, put it this
way: “I really felt like he wanted to help
and was there for us — even in the middle
of the night! Joey is going to be a fantastic
professor.”

Anand Patel
For Anand Patel, being a brilliant
mathematician is no obstacle to teaching
non-mathematicians. When he talks math,
which he does at all hours of the day and

night, it’s hard not
to want to join in.
Patel’s passion
and imagination
are universally
engaging, whether
he’s grabbing the
attention of the
least-prepared
undergraduates or rewarding the dedication of the very successful ones.
Faced twice with the department’s
toughest teaching assignment, the lowestlevel Math Ma course, Patel embraced the
challenge of making students believe in
themselves and in their ability to succeed.
He “taught them to engage by insisting on
engagement,” writes Professor Robin Gottlieb, Professor of the Practice of Teaching
in Mathematics, “and taught them to put
in the time required to overcome difficulties by demonstrating that he was ready to
put in his own herculean effort.”
Last fall, when some of his Math Ma
student-athletes couldn’t make afternoon
office hours, Patel started holding them in
the evening; the sessions became legendary, attracting students outside of his own
class. He made the work fun, explained
the material from a variety of perspectives, and described convincing real-world
applications. “Best math teacher I’ve ever
had,” wrote one student, in Q evaluations
that were among the highest in memory
for this course.

elizabeth Sefton
In the Department
of Organismic
and Evolutionary
Biology, Elizabeth
Sefton is helping
to redefine what
it means to run a
successful laboratory session. As
a teaching fellow for the challenging OEB
139 (Evolution of the Vertebrates) in 2010,
and as one of two founding teaching fellows for the ambitious new course OEB
150 (Vertebrate Evolution and Development) last fall, Sefton went to unprecedented lengths to assemble lab specimens
each week, scouring the hidden corners
of the Museum of Comparative Zoology
for subjects that would illuminate the
hugely diverse range of topics the courses
covered.
Professor Farish Jenkins, one of the
faculty leaders of OEB 150, says that never
in his 40 years of teaching had a richer
array of materials been availed to students
in lab. The weekly showcase of “eggs and
embryos, prepared dissections, skeletons,
fossils, and live specimens” routinely
attracted Jenkins and his faculty partner,
Associate Professor Arhat Abzhanov, who
invariably found Sefton to be “constantly
and completely engaged for the entire
three-hour period,” her “whirlwind energy a marvel to behold.”
The labs were fundamental to the
courses’ success, and Sefton’s unwavering
commitment, enthusiasm, and endless
dedication to sharing the joys of learning
make her an exemplar of the power of a
teacher.

JuStin thomAS

the event was designed
to help first-year international students get
adjusted to living at
harvard, with the perspectives of second-year
uS and international rAs
guiding the discussion.

students adopted the roles of key policymakers. She arranged for the Bok Center to film
these, so that students could review and
critique their performances.
Because of her long experience and
natural proclivity, the faculty appointed
Creamer as Departmental Teaching Fellow
this year, and, not surprisingly, she has
been outstanding, faculty leaders have
said — “the best DTF the department has
ever had.”

riSA kAWAi (5)

in recognition of the central role
that GSAS students play in Harvard’s
teaching mission, the Graduate School joins
with the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and
Learning every year to present the Derek C.
Bok Award for Excellence in Graduate
Student Teaching of Undergraduates.
Five TFs receive the award, selected from
a long list of students nominated by their
departments. Winners receive a $1,000 prize,
made possible by a gift by David G. Nathan,
AB ’51, MD ’55, the Robert A. Stranahan
Distinguished Professor of Pediatrics at
Harvard Medical School, and his wife Jean
Louise Friedman Nathan.
Meet the 2012 winners, honored by
Interim GSAS Dean Richard Tarrant, Bok
Center Executive Director Terry Aladjem,
and fellow graduate students at a Bok
Center ceremony last April.

Paths to Success

hGwiSe mentorinG ProGram recoGnizeS the imPact oF a Great role model
the harvard Graduate Women in
Science and engineering started its
mentoring Program in 2008 with
the hope that by explicitly pairing
women faculty members and graduate students, it could help build relationships that would energize and
inspire a new generation of female
scientists.
the program currently counts 55
mentors and 105 mentees among its
members, and the ranks are growing
very quickly.
hGWiSe unveiled its mentor of
the year Award last year, and the
nominees and winner were honored
at a dinner and ceremony on may 21.
nominations — a selection of which
are excerpted here — reveal the
impact these relationships can have
on students:

◗ “my relationship with my mentor
has been one of the most consistent and long-standing sources of
support and guidance throughout
my dissertation. i feel that many of
the most important lessons i have
learned in graduate school are a
direct result of our time together.”
◗ “my mentor’s approach cuts
straight through the feeling of powerlessness that is so easy to get mired
in during graduate school and helps
me put everything in perspective and
regain my sense of agency.”
◗ “my mentor cautions me about mistakes she has made in the past, pushes
me to think about academic and career
paths i have not considered, and has introduced me to her academic network.”

◗ “discussions with my mentor empowered me to speak up for myself. She has
greatly enriched my time here and i am
honored to count her as a friend.”
According to Phd students Allison
Provost and carolyn eng, the directors of the hGWiSe mentoring program, hGWiSe chose a winner who
demonstrates a high level of commitment to the mentoring program and
to her mentees. “the goal of hGWiSe
is to promote both the professional
and personal development of female
graduate students, so we looked for a
mentor who supported and encouraged her mentee in both professional
and personal aspects of her life,”
Provost and eng said in an e-mail.
“We want to create sustainable and
long-lasting relationships where the

mentor is not only a role model, but
a friend to her mentee(s). We chose
a mentor who was emotionally supportive while also guiding her mentee
through the academic challenges
of graduate school. While mentors
and mentees are often in different
departments, there are several talents
that are important for a successful
academic career, in any department.
these include giving talks, developing research questions, and teaching
courses. We chose a mentor who
helped her mentee develop these
important professional skills and gain
confidence as a young scientist or engineer.” the 2012 winner, evelyn Hu,
Gordon mcKay Professor of Applied
Physics and electrical engineering,

embodies these qualities, Provost and
eng report.
riSA k AWAi (2)

the inaugural winner of the HGWISe mentoring Award is Professor evelyn Hu (center),
shown with student mentees Dilani Kahawala (left) and elena Agapie. Wu also had another mentee, Rebecca Kramer (not pictured).

Faculty mentors nominated for HGWISe’s first-annual mentoring award: back row, from
left, Rehana Patel, cassandra extavour, Kirsten Bomblies, neena Haider, and Briana
Burton; front row, from left, Sheila thomas, margo levine, Suzanne Gaudet, Rachelle
Gaudet, and evelyn Hu. not pictured: corinne Augelli-Szafran, Sarah Jordaan, and
catherine Stamoulis.

the carpenter
center at 50

» Artist talk: James casebere

the carpenter center for the visual Arts celebrates its 50th anniversary this year,
with programming planned to showcase its vibrant history and the uniqueness of
its building — the only one in north America designed by the famous Swiss-born
architect le corbusier.

Sooni taraporevala in conversation with Homi Bhabha
Thursday, October 25; Lecture Hall, 6 p.m., reception to follow in the Sert Gallery.
the result of a 35-year labor of love, Parsis is the first visual documentation of india’s Parsi community, followers of the world’s first prophet, Zarathustra. taraporevala offers a rare insider’s view into Parsi life in all its vibrancy and diversity. on
view through december 20, Sert Gallery.

Thursday, October 18; Room B-04, 6 p.m.
James casebere’s pioneering work has put him at the forefront of artists working
with constructed photography.

» Parsis: the Zoroastrians Of India

» Saturday matinee Screening: little Zizou
Director Sooni taraporevala in person
Saturday, October 27; Lecture Hall, 2 p.m., Q&A to follow
little Zizou, the first feature film written and directed by Sooni taraporevala,
depicts the unique and fascinating world of bombay’s Parsi community. taraporevala is also the author of the screenplays for mississippi masala and Salaam,
bombay!, both directed by mira nair.

» carpenter center lecture: An evening With christian Boltanski
Thursday, November 15; Lecture Hall, 6 p.m., reception with the artist to follow.
boltanski, among the most prominent and celebrated artists of our time, works
in video, photography, and installation to explore themes of death, memory, and
loss. his video installation 6 Septembres will be on view in the carpenter center
main Gallery from november 1 through december 20.
carpenter center for the Visual Arts 24 Quincy Street, cambridge
617.495.3251; www.ves.fas.harvard.edu/ccva.html
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New GSAS Dean, continued from page 1
fields ranging from genetics to astronomy have demanded
more sophisticated data crunching.
He and his colleagues have conducted projects with
faculty and students in biology, medicine, chemistry, engineering, economic and health policy — and even history and
language, making Statistics one of Harvard’s most interdisciplinary departments. Working with colleagues across disciplinary and school boundaries, he has served as a member of
the Computational Science and Engineering Program at the
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, the Institute of
Quantitative Social Science, the committee on higher degrees
in the Public Health Sciences, and the subcommittee on the
Biostatistics PhD degree, a collaborative effort with Harvard
Medical School and the Harvard School of Public Health.
He is also one of Harvard’s leading voices on pedagogical innovation, working to make the Department of
Statistics a laboratory for pedagogical experiments whose
common theme is the vital connections and mutually
rewarding pathways between research and teaching. PhD
students in statistics have been among the winners of the
Derek C. Bok Award for Excellence in Graduate Student
Teaching in each year since the award was created in 2007.
“I am delighted to welcome Xiao-Li Meng as the new
dean of the Graduate School,” said Michael D. Smith, dean
of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, in announcing Meng’s
appointment. “His passion for teaching and learning,
his interdisciplinary application of the tools of statistical
analysis to topics as varied as climate change, medicine,
and astrophysics, and his innovative, entrepreneurial approach as a scholar and an educator — all of this gives him
a uniquely creative vision for what graduate education

ought to accomplish today and in the future.”
Known as an engaging speaker and writer in both statistical and pedagogical circles, Meng has delivered more
than 300 seminars and keynotes over the course of his
career. He makes frequent appearances at teaching conferences and professional development workshops. And
he is widely cited in the field for his General Education
course called Real-Life Statistics: Your Chance for Happiness (or Misery), developed with a team of GSAS students
in a pedagogical experiment that would later serve as a
model for the Graduate Seminars in General Education,
a GSAS-led initiative led by former GSAS Dean Allan
Brandt. Real-Life Statistics has provided the foundation
for a summer course Meng co-taught in Shanghai just
before his deanship was announced.
For his research contributions, Meng received the
2001 COPSS (Committee of Presidents of Statistical Societies) Award, the most prestigious award by five statistical
societies to a single statistician annually for being “the
outstanding statistician under the age of forty.” He also
received the 2003 Distinguished Achievement Award
from the International Chinese Statistics Association
(ICSA), and was elected a fellow by the Institute of Mathematical Statistics (IMS) in 1997 and by the American Statistical Association (ASA) in 2004. More recently, he was
the 2010 Medallion Lecturer of the IMS, the 2011 Mosteller
Statistician of the Year by the ASA’s Boston Chapter, the
recipient of a 2011 Distinguished Alumni Award by Fudan
University, and a recipient of the inaugural (2012) PL Hsu
Award for distinguished achievements in research and
education by a statistician under the age of fifty. n

At a Glance: Dean Xiao-li meng
» Xiao-li meng is noted for his scholarly breadth and pedagogical innovation
» GSAS alumnus and former Statistics Department chair brings
irrepressible enthusiasm and a dedication to the professional development
and scholarly achievement of Harvard graduate students

» meng is broadly interdisciplinary. During his chairmanship, statistical
analysis assumed a newly prominent role across Harvard disciplines.

» meng is passionate about the Graduate School’s global reach and the
benefits that this diversity brings to our community.

» meng lived on the third floor of child Hall, a GSAS residence hall, as a
first-year PhD student.

tHe Du BOIS
KIcKOFF DInneR
the W. e. B. Du Bois Graduate Society
held its annual kickoff dinner on
September 17 at Fire & Ice in Harvard
Square. Attendees included (clockwise
from top right) research scholar
christalyn Sims and PhD students
Aaron Benavidez and nicole Hirsch.
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Representing
GSAS at the
coop
in elections held last spring, oliver
hauser, a third-year phd student
in organismic and evolutionary biology,
became the first GSAS student in recent
memory to be elected to sit on the Board of Directors of the Harvard/MIT Coop Bookstore
(www.thecoop.com).
Hauser, who is also the web communications fellow at Dudley House, is a member
of Professor Martin Nowak’s Program for
Evolutionary Dynamics, where he examines the evolution of cooperation through a
mathematical lens. Prior to joining Nowak’s
team, he was an applied physics student at the
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences.
He is delighted about the chance to
represent GSAS and SEAS on a board that is
typically dominated by students at Harvard’s
other graduate schools, or by MIT graduate
students. “I hope to bring technical knowledge, innovative spirit, and GSAS pride with
me to the Coop,” he says with a smile.
He wants to influence the Coop to stock
a wider variety of arts and sciences titles, he
says. He also plans to increase the amount of
GSAS apparel for sale, giving GSAS students
their chance — one enjoyed by Harvard’s
other constituencies — to show their affiliation and feel part of a community. “I plan to
stand up and speak for GSAS in the next few
years on the board,” he says.
And he also wants to make sure that
GSAS students are aware of opportunities
stemming from the COOP’s significant grantmaking program. Thanks to its members,
the COOP gives more than $200,000 to the
Harvard and MIT communities, mostly in
support of student groups and initiatives that
apply for the support.
» contact Oliver Hauser (ohauser@fas.
harvard.edu) with ideas or questions.

don’t miss!

DuDley
HOuSe

Our DuDley HOuse picks Of tHe mOntH. fOr Our cOmplete list Of
events anD Outings, gO tO www.gsas.HarvarD.eDu/DuDley

Connect with Your Dudley House

Subscribe to one of Dudley’s program-specific listservs to get targeted event listings delivered to your
inbox. ◆ Visit www.dudley.harvard.edu and click on the program link you like!

Apple and Pumpkin Picking

sunday, october 7, 10 a.m. We’ll head to Honey Pot Hill Orchards in Stow, MA —
home not only to a great orchard but to two hedge mazes to test your wits!
Cost approximately $10 per person, but bring extra money for apples.
◆ Hosted by the Dudley Outings Fellows. Contact Chris Brown (cebrown@fas.harvard.edu).

What a Joke!

saturday, october 13, 7–8:30 p.m., Dudley House Common Room. Hilarity will
ensue as we bring student comics and local professionals to Dudley House for a night of
stand-up comedy. Free food, free drinks, and uncontrollable laughter — don’t miss!
◆ Hosted by the Dudley Social Fellows (dudley.social@gmail.com).

Magical Mount Auburn

saturday, october 20, 1–3:30 p.m. A resting place for American luminaries, an arboretum, and a birdwatchers’ paradise. Explore with Dudley House Administrator (and Mount Auburn docent) Susan Zawalich.
◆ Contact Susan Zawalich (zawalich@fas.harvard.edu).

Creative Writing Circle

thursday, october 18 at 7 p.m., Dudley House Library. Creative writing is our focus, but we also hope
to pollinate our academic writing with some of the narrative devices we learn. We’ll share copies of whatever creative projects we’re working on (fiction, poetry, drama), and we’ll also discuss academic papers
we admire and invite scholars and writers to share advice. ◆ Hosted by the Dudley Literary Fellows (dudleyhouse.literary@gmail.com).

Visit the Peabody Essex Museum

saturday, october 27, leaving dudley at 8:45 a.m. Join us for a fall trip to historic Salem, MA, to see
the impressive Peabody Essex collection and tour the town.
◆ Hosted by the Dudley Arts Fellows. RSVP (dudleyhouse.arts@gmail.com).

Halloween Hijinks

Dudley House does Halloween right! spooky classics, wednesday, october 31: We’ll be running
classics like The Mummy, Dracula, Frankenstein, and The Wolfman all day on the third floor;
halloween mit-harvard party: A Halloween-themed dance party at MIT —
check “Social Events” on the Dudley website for details; halloween game day
for kids, sunday, october 28, 3–5:30 p.m., Dudley Game Room: An afternoon of
pumpkin decorating, music, snacks, games, and costumes! Open to the Harvard community and designed for families with children.
◆ Contact the Dudley Public Service Fellows (dudleypublicservice@gmail.com).

Dudley House Your Graduate Student Center Since 1991
Lehman Hall, Harvard Yard ◆ www.dudley.harvard.edu ◆ 617-495-2255
house masters James M. Hogle and Doreen M. Hogle ◆ house administrator Susan Zawalich
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january@gsas
For two weeks in January, polish
your CV, learn new research skills,
make new connections, or relax
with friends at Dudley House.

Question:

Is there a winter break (or any kind
of break) in graduate school?
The good news: Well, Harvard does have a
*winter
break, so that means no classes, no teaching,
and no grading.

not-so-good news: Your research won't
*takeThe
a break. You'll probably spend plenty of time in
lab or the library.
But January is one time of year when things slow
down, and that makes it a good time to turn some
attention to your own professional and personal
development. Learn to write a fellowship proposal.
Craft a powerful CV. Prepare for a job talk. Go deep
into the latest analytical tools. Stay tuned for offerings!
January 14-25, 2013
www.gsas.harvard.edu/january
»MInI-Courses:

it’s About You
each January, the GsAs Graduate student Council sponsors
a series of mini-courses on a broad variety of intriguing
topics. These noncredit courses, taught by GsAs students for
GsAs students, engage topics of discipline-spanning appeal;
they’re stimulating and smart, but they’re designed for a
diverse audience of nonspecialists.
These short courses give you a chance to step back from your
own line of scholarly inquiry and step into other perspectives.
They also provide valuable teaching and curriculum-planning
experiences for the instructors.
Take a mini-course — or propose one of your own!
*The
Graduate student Council will begin accepting course
proposals this fall, so stay tuned.
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GSAS Students
Win Fulbrights For
Research Abroad
Six cultural exchange fulbright grants
from the institute of international education (iie) were made to GSAS students
for the 2012–2013 academic year, allowing
them to conduct dissertation or advanced
research abroad next year. here, we salute
the students and summarize their topics:
ethan Bushelle,
east Asian
languages and
civilizations
Buddhist Literary
Culture in Medieval
Japan
bushelle proposes
tow study monastic archival materials,
including sermons, prayer statements,
and catecheses, that provide a record of
contexts for the reception and creation
of buddhist literature in medieval Japan.
“by doing so, i aim not only to contribute
to our understanding of a long-neglected
body of ritual texts but also to contextualize the development of a distinctly
buddhist literary culture in early medieval
Japan,” he writes in his proposal.
Sakura christmas,
History
Earth to Empire:
Mongol Lands Under
Japanese Rule,
1905-1945
“my project discusses
the nature of Japanese rule from 1905 to 1945 as it expanded
into a region in northeastern china known
as ‘the mongol lands,’” writes christmas.
they brought an unprecedented precision to the problem of colonial control
in the region, she writes, both marginalizing from and thrusting it into the center
of the global market through intensive
agriculture, aerial surveys, forced settlements, and scientific research.
Amanda lanham,
History of Art and
Architecture
Art and Expansion: Neo-Assyrian
provincial art and the
construction
of empire
lanham plans to conduct a close visual
analysis of neo-Assyrian provincial monuments in turkey’s museum collections
in order to determine to what extent the
provinces emulated or rejected Assyrian
aesthetic tradition. “i suggest that artistic
emulation/rejection may be a reflection
of similar political attitudes,” she writes.
“my project may thus reveal important
information regarding the political relationship between Assyria and her subject
territories.”
charles lesch,
Government
Justice without Sovereignty: Power, Law
and Ethics in Jewish
Political Thought
Political theory has
conventionally linked
the site of legitimate political authority
to the exercise of coercive power, lesch
says. during centuries of exile, Jewish
philosophy developed a different model:
lacking a sovereign state, the rabbis
devised alternative methods to order and
regulate society. “observing the rise of

Daniel majchrowicz,
near eastern
languages and
civilizations
Writing Language,
Reading Travel:
Language, Politics
and Identity in
the Indian Travelogue
majchrowicz will visit libraries and archives
in india to study how 20th-century indian
travel writers broach the topic of language
in order to better understand how they
confront and negotiate linguistic difference and ideologies. Particularly, he will
focus on “how travel engenders novel
perspectives on language and language
politics, adding new depth to scholarly
discussions on the mutual influence of
language and identity in 20th century,” he
writes.
Sean O’Reilly, east
Asian languages
and civilizations
Japan’s Appropriated
Myths: the Afterlives
of Meiji Restoration
Heroes in Text and
Image
o’reilly plans to go to kyoto university in
Japan and spend a full year examining how
heroes of Japan’s meiji restoration are
portrayed—and deployed—in elementary
and middle-school textbooks, magazines,
and newspapers for the 75 years from the
1870s through 1945, and in popular films of
the latter half of that period. he’ll ask, how
were heroes shaped by the nation-state
and (mis)used to support the state in war
and peace?

S October

Harvard museum of natural History
24 Oxford Street, Cambridge;
www.hmnh.harvard.edu
Beautiful minds: the Parallel lives of
Great Apes and Dolphins
Lecture and booksigning with
Maddalena Bearzi
Friday, October 26, 6 p.m.

in her new book (co-written with craig
Stanford), biologist maddalena bearzi examines how apes and dolphins, although
distantly related, share a remarkably parallel evolution toward complex intelligence
and behavior – and what this may reveal
about the cognitive development of homo
sapiens.

◗ FROm tHe BOK BlOG
© JiAnG honGJinG / XinhuA PreSS/ corbiS

civil society and the decline in importance
of the sovereign state, my project probes
Jewish thought for structures outside of
our traditional understanding of politics
for the realization of justice,” he writes in
his winning proposal.

the guqin, a centuries-old
chinese stringed instrument,
becomes a contemporary
teaching tool.

Objects of their
Instruction

teAcHInG FellOWS eXPlORe tHe tAnGIBle BeneFItS OF tHe tActIle
By meReDItH ScHWeIG

In a series of posts last spring
on the Bok Blog (blog.bokcenter.
harvard.edu), Departmental
Teaching Fellows Anita Nikkanen
(Comparative Literature), Erin
Blevins (Organismic and Evolumeredith
tionary Biology), and Meredith
Schweig
Schweig (Music) described how
(and why) the inclusion of material objects can enrich one’s
teaching. The GSAS Bulletin is reprinting three posts from that
series, with permission, starting with this one.
As instructors at Harvard, we have an embarrassment of
riches at our fingertips: remarkable libraries, expert faculty,
and spectacular instructional support. In a 2012 Winter Teaching Conference session, we explored a set of resources that
are, for the most part, underused by TFs at the College: our
fantastic museum and research collections. Anita Nikkanen,
Erin Blevins, and I discussed the benefits of incorporating material objects into our teaching, provided a whistle-stop tour of
some of the amazing stuff available to us at Harvard, identified
strategies for collaborating effectively with collections staff,
and worked through some sample exercises. Our goal for the
workshop was to encourage participants to take advantage of
these resources and to consider how working with collections
can open new and exciting avenues for critical inquiry.
For those teaching in disciplines that do not traditionally focus on objects—Music, Literature, Philosophy,
or Economics, for example—the reasons for bringing
material things into the classroom might not be immediately obvious. At our workshop in January, I explored
the benefits of teaching with objects through the four
main points made in John Hennigar Shuh’s 1982 article
“Teaching Yourself to Teach with Objects[1].” I brought in
a Chinese musical instrument called a guqin to anchor the
discussion and really drive Shuh’s points home.

◗ “objects are fascinating”
People love things! Although we are surrounded by a
world of objects every day, we do not often take the opportunity to engage in focused observation of them. I would
add to Shuh’s thoughts that objects emit a unique kind of
energy, one that draws students in and encourages active
learning. At the workshop, I laid the guqin on the table
and watched as participants leaned in to pluck its strings,
turn it over, and knock gently on its hollow body. They
were attracted to the guqin and visibly curious about it—
they asked questions about its provenance, construction,
and musical capabilities. We often rack our brains for the
kind of warm-up question that will spark our students’
interest and get them thinking about how the day’s topic
connects with their own experience. Objects are fantastic
conversation starters!

◗ “objects are not age-specific”
Shuh makes the excellent point that, regardless of age or

stage of conceptual development, students can always
“see an object and engage in an educationally worthwhile
discussion about it.” I would add to this that objects are
not discipline-specific—people with different disciplinary orientations will respond to them in different ways.
For example, a music concentrator might comment on
similarities between the guqin I showed at the workshop
and other zither-like instruments; a physics student
might have interesting insights into the guqin’s acoustic
workings. Focused observation and handling of objects
can draw out these kinds of diverse perspectives and help
make the classroom a more inclusive space.

◗ “objects help us to document the
history of ordinary people”
Although our museum and research collections include
many rare and precious objects, they also include artifacts
of everyday life. Shuh suggests that working with these
kinds of materials can lend critical dimension to the study
of history, which has often been dominated by the stories
of socially and economically privileged individuals who
bequeathed to history ample documentary evidence of
their achievements. Those whose voices do not as readily emerge from such sources nevertheless left behind
artworks, scientific instruments, religious implements,
musical instruments, and other kinds of ephemera. Incorporating these objects into our teaching can help bring
their stories to light.

◗ “using objects helps students develop important intellectual skills”
In Shuh’s words, working with tangible things can help
students to “develop their capacity for careful, critical
observation of their world,” which is in and of itself an
important intellectual skill. By bringing the guqin into our
session, I invited participants to really stare at it and to
touch it. They got a sense of its sounds, smells, and tactile
qualities. Their investigations prompted them to ask
questions about details that would not have been as readily apparent from a photograph—Why is it made of this
particular kind of wood? Are the strings silk or metal?
The sticker on its underside says “Shanghai”—did it come
from a factory there? Through engaging in careful, critical observation, a host of interesting facts and theories
about the guqin emerged.
For my part, I would add to Shuh’s list the idea that
teaching with objects can be valuable because curating is
its own kind of critical thinking. Asking students to consider the relationship of one object to another, to question
the stability of the categories to which they might assign
an object, and to interpret an object for others can be a
tremendously edifying and empowering experience.
[1] Shuh, John Hennigar. “Teaching Yourself to Teach with
Objects,” Journal of Education Volume 7, Number 4, 1982: 8-15.
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Get out!

eXPlORAtIOnS AnD ADVentuReS OFF cAmPuS

◗ locavores Delight * October 7
head downtown to the rose kennedy Greenway for the boston local
food festival, featuring locally grown food and locally crafted beer.
bostonlocalfoodfestival.com

connect to
GSaS online

Job talk
Periodic uPdateS on careerS, ProFeSSional develoPment,
and liFe aFter Graduate School
Preparing for Academic careers
don’t miss our annual panel of faculty as they share behind-the-scenes information about the
faculty job search: the View from the Search committee, tuesday, October 23, 4:30–6 p.m.
Dudley House Common Room. find out what search committees look for in candidates — and
what they don’t want to see! Part of the “becoming faculty” series, cosponsored by the office of
career Services and GSAS.
n

Preparing for nonacademic careers
exploring careers in Science and engineering: Beyond the Bench, Wednesday, October
10, 4–5:30 p.m. in Maxwell Dworkin 119. Advice and stories from engineers and scientists who
have ventured beyond the bench into a wide variety of careers, such as patent law, consulting,
government, policy, and business. register through crimson careers on the ocS website
n

“Put your PhD to Work!”
featuring Peter fiske, thursday, October 18, 6–8 p.m., University Museum, 24 Oxford St,
Geological Lecture Hall (reception to follow). don’t miss this engaging presentation from Peter
fiske — scientist, entrepreneur, and author of Put your Science to Work: the take-charge
career Guide for Scientists. his proactive job-search strategies apply to graduate students in all
disciplines! Please register through crimson careers. cosponsored by ocS and the fAS office
for Postdoctoral Affairs.
n

Read more career news:
www.gsas.harvard.edu/careers

Office of career Services:
www.ocs.fas.harvard.edu

The GSAS Bulletin is produced eight times during the academic year by the GSAS Office of Publications and Alumni Relations,
Holyoke Center 350, Cambridge. To submit a story idea or share feedback, contact bulletin@fas.harvard.edu.
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more news
bookmark the GSAS bulletin's
online news site for features about
graduate students and timely
information about careers, fellowships, teaching, and deadlines!
www.gsas.harvard.edu/news

All About you
As you move through your degree,
keep track of your grades, status, and
outstanding requirements by using
the Graduate School’s Student Progress database.
https://asperin.fas.harvard.edu/
progress

your faculty advisor can also view your
information, and your department
administrator can update it if anything
looks erroneous or incomplete.
Follow HarvardGSAS
find us on twitter and facebook.

